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KONZUK is proud to announce the official
partnership between Karen Konzuk and the  
Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation.   
 
Presented here are her first interpretations 
of Frank Lloyd Wright’s prolific architectural 
and artistic works into contemporary  
concrete and stainless steel jewelry designs.

®/TM/© 2020  Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation  All Rights Reserved

Frank Lloyd Wright
Collection by KONZUK



About KONZUK

KONZUK create jewelry that is more wearable architecture than simple accessory. 

The collections are inspired by designer Karen Konzuk’s personal observations of 
architecture and sculpture; notably the work of Herzog & de Meuron, Donald Judd 
and Richard Serra. Minimal form, unique surface texture, and unorthodox materials 
each define the modernist aesthetic of KONZUK jewelry. 

Each design is hand crafted, for both women and men, as an expression of individual 
style. Unconventional materials, such as Konzuk’s signature use of concrete and 
stainless steel, are shaped and refined with the intent of shifting traditional perceptions 
of jewelry. 

“My goal is for others to gain an appreciation for the beauty and intrigue  
  of industrial materials in jewelry design.” – Karen Konzuk

KONZUK jewelry appeals to design-centric audiences around the world. Collaborations 
include Sir Paul Smith’s flagship stores in New York and Los Angeles. In 2014, 
KONZUK was awarded an international design awards for its innovative Orbis line.

About Karen Konzuk

Formally trained, Karen Konzuk is graduate of the Nova Scotia College of Art and 
Design, Karen earned a BFA with a major in Jewelry Design and a minor in Art History, 
and then introduced the KONZUK line shortly after graduation.

Although Karen’s education focused heavily on working with traditional precious 
metals, the designer has always shied away from mainstream expectations. Karen 
began to experiment with stainless steel shortly after completing her studies. While 
the unorthodox material inspired her, its use required that she retrain herself since 
standard jewelry making rarely calls for stainless steel. The properties of this metal 
call for an understanding of unusual tools and manufacturing methods. 

Through trial and error, Karen persevered to create a line that was unlike anything her 
peers and mentors were creating. Her diligence resulted in a collection that reflected 
the designer’s keen interest in industrial design and architecture. Through a studied 
use of clean lines and an unwavering commitment to a minimalist aesthetic, Karen 
has evolved KONZUK into an internationally renowned contemporary line of jewelry.

Karen draws inspiration from some unlikely places. A trip to the Contemporary Art 
Museum in Montreal led to the Concrete Collection, with inspiration also coming  
from St. Mary’s Cathedral in San Francisco, and a visit to Marfa, Texas to view  
Donald Judd’s works.

Details

+ 3 Frank Lloyd Wright Motifs  
interpreted: March Balloons,   

 Imperial Gate, Saguaro Form  
 and Cactus Flowers 

+ Necklace chains lengths: 
 16″, 18″, 20″, 22″, 24″, 26″, 28″

+ Concrete colors: Black (K),  
 Dark Grey (DG), Taliesin Red (TR), 
 Indigo Blue (IB), Cypress Green (CG),  
 Flax Yellow (FY)

Minimum Orders

Our recommended minimum order is 
$500. Although negotiable, our experience 
shows that a considered investment 
furnishes your store with a reasonable 
representation of our work. Providing 
more selection to a customer has proven 
to increase the likelihood of a purchase 
and to generate repeat sales. In addition,  
if for whatever reason, an item is not 
selling we guarantee to exchange the 
piece(s) for something new.

Payment
Credit card payable on shipping for first 
orders. Net 30 upon approved credit. 

Warranty, Returns, Repairs
We honor a two year repair warranty  
on all of our products. This covers any 
issues beyond normal wear and tear. 

Lead Times / Shipping

Initial wholesale orders require a  
lead time of 3 weeks, including delivery. 
Special orders are shipped within  
48 hours. Depending on the customer’s 
needs special orders can be shipped 
either express 2–3 business days or 
ground 7–10 business days. Ground 
rates are $17.00 per shipment and 
express are $35.00. We can also drop- 
ship to your customer for a fee of $5.00 
per shipment, plus the cost of shipping. 

International (Outside North America) 
Ordering
We have successfully shipped around 
the world for over two decades! Our set 
rate for retailers is $30.00 for international 
wholesale orders. Customs and duties 
will be prepaid so no charges will be 
applied beyond the invoice payable.
Payment must be made in U.S. Dollars.

"MARCH BALLOONS"
Liberty Magazine, 1927

Imperial Hotel
Tokyo , Japan , 1916

Saguaro Form  
and Cactus Flowers

Liberty Magazine, 1927
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FLW-MB-Necklace-L-MixK
5 × 3 inches
$138

FLW-MB-Necklace-L-Mix1
5 × 3 inches 
$138

FLW-MB-Necklace-L-Mix2
5 × 3 inches 
$138

FLW-MB-Necklace-L-Mix3
5 × 3 inches 
$138



FLW-MB-Hoop1-MixK
1.625 in. diameter
$75

FLW-MB-Necklace-M-MixK
2 × 2.5 inches 
$103

FLW-MB-Hoop1-Mix2
1.625 in. diameter
$75

FLW-MB-Necklace-M-Mix2
2 × 2.5 inches 
$103

FLW x KONZUK

FLW-MB-Hoop1-Mix1
1.625 in. diameter
$75

FLW-MB-Necklace-M-Mix1
2 × 2.5 inches 
$103

FLW-MB-Stud-S-MixK
.875 × 1 inches 
$70

FLW-MB-Necklace-MixK
1.5 × 1.75 inches 
$83

FLW-MB-Stud-S-Mix2
.875 × 1 inches 
$70

FLW-MB-Necklace-Mix2
1.5 × 1.75 inches 
$83

MOTIF SERIES / MARCH BALLOONS

FLW-MB-Stud-S-Mix1
.875 × 1 inches 
$70

FLW-MB-Necklace-Mix1
1.5 × 1.75 inches 
$83
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FLW-MB-Drop-TR
1 in. diameter 
$50

FLW-MB-Drop-K
1 in. diameter 
$50

FLW-MB-Drop-S-MixK
.75 in. diameter
$48

FLW x KONZUK

FLW-MB-Drop-CG
1 in. diameter 
$50

FLW-MB-Drop-IB
1 in. diameter 
$50

FLW-MB-Drop3-MixK
1 in. diameter 
$60

FLW-MB-Drop-S-Mix1
.75 in. diameter
$48

FLW-MB-Drop3-Mix2
1 in. diameter 
$60

FLW-MB-Drop-S-Mix3
.75 in. diameter
$48

MOTIF SERIES / MARCH BALLOONS

FLW-MB-Drop3-Mix1
1 in. diameter 
$60

FLW-MB-Drop-S-Mix2
.75 in. diameter
$48
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FLW-MB-LeafNecklace1-K
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$55

FLW-MB-LeafNecklace1-DG
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$55

FLW-MB-LeafNecklace1-FY
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$55

FLW x KONZUK

FLW-MB-LeafNecklace1-IB
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$55

FLW-MB-LeafNecklace1-TR
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$55

FLW-MB-LeafDrop1-K
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$50

FLW-MB-LeafDrop1-DG
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$50

FLW-MB-LeafDrop1-FY
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$50

FLW-MB-LeafDrop1-CG
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$50

MOTIF SERIES / MARCH BALLOONS

FLW-MB-LeafDrop1-IB
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$50

FLW-MB-LeafDrop1-TR
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$50
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FLW-MB-LeafNecklace1-CG
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$55



FLW-MB-LeafNecklace2-TR
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$60

FLW-MB-LeafNecklace2-K
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$60

FLW x KONZUK

FLW-MB-LeafNecklace2-CG
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$60

FLW-MB-LeafNecklace2-IB
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$60

FLW-MB-LeafDrop2-TR
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$55

FLW-MB-LeafDrop2-K
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$55

MOTIF SERIES / MARCH BALLOONS

FLW-MB-LeafDrop2-CG
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$55

FLW-MB-LeafDrop2-IB
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$55
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FLW-MB-LeafDrop3-MixK
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$65

FLW-MB-LeafNecklace3-MixK
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$70

FLW-MB-LeafDrop3-Mix2
.75 × 1.75 in 
$65

FLW x KONZUK

FLW-MB-LeafDrop3-Mix1
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$65

FLW-MB-LeafNecklace3-Mix1
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$70

FLW-MB-LeafNecklace3-Mix2
.75 × 1.75 in 
$70

FLW-MB-LeafDrop4-MixK
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$55

FLW-MB-LeafNecklace4-MixK
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$60

FLW-MB-LeafDrop4-Mix2
.75 × 1.75 in 
$55

MOTIF SERIES / MARCH BALLOONS

FLW-MB-LeafDrop4-Mix1
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$55

FLW-MB-LeafNecklace4-Mix1
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$60

FLW-MB-LeafNecklace4-Mix2
.75 × 1.75 in 
$60
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FLW x KONZUK

FLW-MB-LeafRing1-DG
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$55

FLW-MB-LeafRing1-K
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$55

FLW-MB-LeafRing1-FY
.75 × 1.75 in 
$55

FLW-MB-LeafRing1-IB
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$55

FLW-MB-LeafRing1-TR
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$55

FLW-MB-LeafRing1-CG
.75 × 1.75 in 
$55
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FLW-MB-LeafRing2-TR
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$60

FLW-MB-LeafRing2-K
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$60

FLW-MB-LeafRing2-CG
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$60

FLW-MB-LeafRing3-Mix2
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$70

FLW-MB-LeafRing2-IB
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$60

FLW-MB-LeafRing3-MixK
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$70

FLW-MB-LeafRing3-Mix1
.75 × 1.75 inches 
$70



FLW-IG-Necklace-L-DG
2 in. diameter
$113

FLW-IG-Necklace-DG
1 in. diameter
$83

FLW-IG-Necklace-L-K
2 in. diameter
$113

FLW-IG-Necklace-K
1 in. diameter
$83

FLW x KONZUK

FLW-IG-TriStud-S-K
.5875 × .75 inches  
$45

FLW-IG-TriStud-S-DG
.5875 × .75 inches 
$45

MOTIF SERIES / IMPERIAL HOTEL

FLW-MB-TriDrop-K
.875 × 1 inches 
$70

FLW-IG-TriDrop-DG
.875 × 1 inches 
$70
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FLW-IG-TriCufflink-K
.5875 × .75 inches 
$60

FLW-IG-TriCufflink-DG
.5875 × .75 inches 
$60



FLW-SG-Drop1-MixK
1 in. diameter
$77

FLW-SG-Necklace1-L-MixK
1.75 in. diameter
$110

FLW-SG-Drop1-Mix2
1 in. diameter
$77

FLW-SG-Necklace1-L-Mix2
1.75 in. diameter
$110

FLW x KONZUK

FLW-SG-Drop1-Mix1
1 in. diameter
$77

FLW-SG-Necklace1-L-Mix1
1.75 in. diameter
$110

FLW-SG-Necklace1-MixK
1 in. diameter
$80

FLW-SG-Necklace1-Mix2
1 in. diameter
$80

MOTIF SERIES / SAGUARO

FLW-SG-Necklace1-Mix1
1 in. diameter
$80
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FLW-SG-Drop-S-DG
.5 in. diameter
$45

FLW-SG-Drop-S-FY
.5 in. diameter
$45

FLW x KONZUK

FLW-SG-Drop-S-IB
.5 in. diameter
$45

FLW-SG-Drop-S-K
.5 in. diameter
$45

FLW-SG-Drop-S-CG
.5 in. diameter
$45

FLW-SG-Drop-S-TR
.5 in. diameter
$45

FLW-SG-Stud-S-DG
.5 in. diameter
$40

FLW-SG-Stud-S-FY
.5 in. diameter
$40

MOTIF SERIES / SAGUARO

FLW-SG-Stud-S-IB
.5 in. diameter
$40
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FLW-SG-Stud-S-K
.5 in. diameter
$40

FLW-SG-Stud-S-CG
.5 in. diameter
$40

FLW-SG-Stud-S-TR
.5 in. diameter
$40



FLW-SG-Hoop1-Mix1
1.375 in. diameter
$77

FLW-SG-Hoop1-K
1.375 in. diameter
$77

FLW-SG-Hoop1-FY
1.375 in. diameter
$77

FLW-SG-Hoop1-CG
1.375 in. diameter
$77

FLW x KONZUK

FLW-SG-Hoop1-IB
1.375 in. diameter
$77

FLW-SG-Hoop1-TR
1.375 in. diameter
$77

FLW-SG-LeafStud-DG
.5 in. × 1.25 inches 
$50

FLW-SG-LeafStud-K
.5 in. × 1.25 inches 
$50

FLW-SG-LeafStud-FY
.5 in. × 1.25 inches 
$50

FLW-SG-LeafStud-CG
.5 in. × 1.25 inches 
$50

MOTIF SERIES / SAGUARO

FLW-SG-LeafStud-IB
.5 in. × 1.25 inches 
$50

FLW-SG-LeafStud-TR
.5 in. × 1.25 inches 
$50
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FLW-SG-LeafDrop-S-DG
.4375 in. × .6875 inches
$45

FLW-SG-LeafDrop-S-K
.4375 in. × .6875 inches
$45

FLW-SG-LeafDrop-S-FY
.4375 in. × .6875 inches
$45

FLW-SG-LeafDrop-S-CG
.4375 in. × .6875 inches
$45

FLW x KONZUK

FLW-SG-LeafDrop-S-IB
.4375 in. × .6875 inches
$45

FLW-SG-LeafDrop-S-TR
.4375 in. × .6875 inches
$45

FLW-SG-LeafStud-S-TR
.4375 in. × .6875 inches
$40

FLW-SG-LeafStud-S-K
.4375 in. × .6875 inches
$40

MOTIF SERIES / SAGUARO

FLW-SG-LeafStud-S-CG
.4375 in. × .6875 inches
$40

FLW-SG-LeafStud-S-IB
.4375 in. × .6875 inches
$40
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FLW-SG-Cufflink1-DG
.0.5 × .75 inches 
$55

FLW-SG-Cufflink1-FY
.0.5 × .75 inches 
$55

FLW x KONZUK

FLW-SG-Cufflink1-IB
.0.5 × .75 inches 
$55

FLW-SG-Cufflink1-K
.0.5 × .75 inches 
$55

FLW-SG-Cufflink1-CG
.0.5 × .75 inches 
$55

FLW-SG-Cufflink1-TR
.0.5 × .75 inches 
$55

FLW-SG-Cufflink2-DG
.0.5 × .75 inches 
$55

FLW-SG-Cufflink2-FY
.0.5 × .75 inches 
$55

MOTIF SERIES / SAGUARO

FLW-SG-Cufflink2-IB
.0.5 × .75 inches 
$55
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FLW-SG-Cufflink2-K
.0.5 × .75 inches 
$55

FLW-SG-Cufflink2-CG
.0.5 × .75 inches 
$55

FLW-SG-Cufflink2-TR
.0.5 × .75 inches 
$55



FLW-SG-Drop2-MixK
1 in. diameter
$60

FLW-SG-Necklace2-L-MixK
1.75 in. diameter
$95

FLW-SG-Drop2-Mix2
1 in. diameter
$60

FLW-SG-Necklace2-L-Mix2
1.75 in. diameter
$95

FLW x KONZUK

FLW-SG-Drop2-Mix1
1 in. diameter
$60

FLW-SG-Necklace2-L-Mix1
1.75 in. diameter
$95

FLW-SG-Drop3-MixK
1 in. diameter
$60

FLW-SG-Necklace2-MixK
1.75 in. diameter
$70

FLW-SG-Drop3-Mix2
1 in. diameter
$60

FLW-SG-Necklace2-Mix2
1.75 in. diameter
$70

MOTIF SERIES / SAGUARO

FLW-SG-Drop3-Mix1
1 in. diameter
$60

FLW-SG-Necklace2-Mix1
1.75 in. diameter
$70
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FLW-SG-Hoop2-Mix1
1.375 in. diameter
$70

FLW-SG-Hoop2-MixK
1.375 in. diameter
$70

FLW x KONZUK

FLW-SG-Hoop2-Mix3
1.375 in. diameter
$70

FLW-SG-Hoop2-Mix2
1.375 in. diameter
$70

FLW-SG-LeafRing-DG
.5 × 1.25 inches 
$50

FLW-SG-LeafRing-K
.5 × 1.25 inches 
$50

FLW-SG-LeafRing-IB
.5 × 1.25 inches 
$50

FLW-SG-LeafRing-FY
.5 × 1.25 inches 
$50

FLW-SG-LeafRing-TR
.5 × 1.25 inches 
$50

FLW-SG-LeafRing-CG
.5 × 1.25 inches 
$50



FLW x KONZUK

FLW-SG-Ring1-S-MixK
1 in. diameter  
$80

FLW-SG-Ring1-L-MixK
1.75 in. diameter 
$105

FLW-SG-Ring1-S-Mix2
1 in. diameter  
$80

FLW-SG-Ring1-S-Mix1
1 in. diameter  
$80

FLW-SG-Ring1-L-Mix1
1.75 in. diameter 
$105

FLW-SG-Ring1-L-Mix2
1.75 in. diameter 
$105
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FLW-SG-Ring2-S-MixK
1 in. diameter  
$70

FLW-SG-Ring2-L-MixK
1.75 in. diameter 
$95

FLW-SG-Ring2-S-Mix1
1 in. diameter  
$70

FLW-SG-Ring2-S-Mix2
1 in. diameter  
$70

FLW-SG-Ring2-L-Mix1
1.75 in. diameter 
$95

FLW-SG-Ring2-L-Mix2
1.75 in. diameter 
$95




